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Preemptive War, War Powers, and
International Complications:
A Need For Reform
Paige Montague1

I

n September of 2002, President Bush addressed the United
Nations General Assembly. Citing his concerns that Saddam
Hussein had nuclear weapons, he stated, “The first time we
may be completely certain he has a nuclear weapon is when,
God forbids, he uses one. We owe it to all our citizens to do
everything in our power to prevent that day from coming”.2
He made it clear that his petitioning for an invasion was about
preventing destruction; however, the decision to invade Iraq
created what he hoped to avoid—the spread of terrorism and
continually-growing international disputes. Although there
was not a nuclear war, the Iraqi invasion led to an eight-year
long conflict that has largely contributed to the destabilization
of the Middle East.3 In its wake, cities have been destroyed,
families have been ripped apart, over half a million U.S.
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troops and 165,000 Iraqi civilians have been killed.4 The real
kicker: no Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMDs) were found.
Yet, all of these negative results could have been avoided
if the United States had decided against engaging in what was a
qualified as a “preemptive war.” This decision to invade Iraq went
against U.N. precedent and was condemned by other permanent
members of the Security Council. Yet, the United States still
attempted to pass a resolution, known as the “eighteenth
resolution,” in support of their aggressive action-citing suspicion
of nuclear weapons.5 This resolution was withdrawn after
the condemnation and affirmation of a negative vote from
other Security Council members. However, the United States
went forward with the invasion—an invasion which lead to a
protracted war, extreme loss of life, and negative consequences
that continue to resound in the Middle East including the growth
of terrorist organizations such as ISIS. Later, in 2003, the former
Secretary General of the United Nations, Kofi Annan, clarified
the position of the largest international body on the invasion,
stating, “I have indicated it was not in conformity with the U.N.
Charter. From our point of view, from the charter point of view
– it was illegal.”6 From this example, we see that despite the
United States’ instrumental role in the creation of the United
Nations, it does not hesitate in defying U.N. recommendations
or undercutting the mandate of the international body.
The Invasion of and War in Iraq is just one of the
examples of the extreme negative consequences, both
domestically and internationally, that going against the Security
Council or the U.N. charter has caused. Unfortunately, the current
4
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administration does not show any signs of reversing this trend,
stating an “America first” agenda frequently, disregarding the
history of those actions hurting America in the long run.7 With
the newfound shift towards nationalism and away from the
increasing pressure of globalization, the United States must be
aware of its power, its influence, and the consequences of its
actions against international advisement on the common good of
the globe. To foster an environment that maintains international
peace and security, the United States should adopt an amendment
to the Constitution, that aligns it with the purposes of the U.N.
Charter by expanding Congress’s role in the War Powers, making
it more difficult for the country to engage in preemptive war.
In Part I of this paper I will lay out the background of
the United States’ government relationship with the United
Nations, the Bush Doctrine, and historical issues regarding
U.S. foreign policy and war. In Part II, we will discuss the
legality of invading Iraq and how that continues to impact
modern foreign policy and the relationship between the
United States and the rest of the globe. In Part III, we will
discuss why an amendment is necessary to restructure
these issues regarding foreign policy, war, and international
relationships and how it will help to solve these problems.
I. The creation of the united nations
and the security council

The United States has a unique relationship and history
with the United Nations. The U.S government was instrumental in
the creation of the United Nations in 1945. The Security Council
7
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was established in the fifth chapter of the charter of the United
Nations, with the United States of America serving as one of
the permanent members of the council.8 The council’s purpose,
above all, is to maintain international peace and security.9 This
permanent membership on the council not only solidified the
long-lasting status of the United States as an international super
power, but secured the United States power of a veto vote on U.N.
resolutions. However, for all this established power, U.S foreign
policy has not necessarily always had an easy relationship with U.N.
international policy—even going so far as to directly contradict.
One of the most well-known instances of this is
the War in Iraq (as aforementioned in the introduction).
In 2002 former-President Bush released his National
Security Strategy saying that “America will act against
such emerging threats before they are fully formed.”10 This
strategy is what became known as the Bush Doctrine and
set the precedent for how the United States government
would handle what were viewed as potential international
threats, regardless of the international laws and regulations.
The battle between international law and state selfinterest is a difficult and on-going one. Recently, there has
been a shift to push against the forces of globalization and
move towards more America first isolationism. In his fall of
2017 in speech to United Nations General Assembly, President
Trump stated that “As President of the United States, I will
always put America first, just like you, as the leaders of your
countries will always, and should always, put your countries
first.”11 He continued to make the position of his administration
8
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clear by citing the importance of the constitution to setting the
foundation for the American government and its decisions.
However, for all the movement to maintain explicit state
sovereignty, the abuse of superpower status cannot continue.
II. The legality of invading iraq

The United Nations clearly sets out its view of
preemptive conflict in Article 2 of the U.N. Charter. It states:
All members shall refrain in their international
relations from the threat or use of force against
the territorial integrity or political independence
of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent
with the purposes of the United Nations.12

Overall, these purposes referenced above are “To maintain
international peace and security,” and inciting a war without
sufficient evidence that it could prevent an attack, is clearly
out of line with those purposes.13 The War in Iraq, was passed
on unsustainable evidence and created a greater threat to
international peace and security by creating a power vacuum
in the Middle East. This scenario could have been foreseen
by looking at the decades worth of consequences of earlier
Western involvement in developing nations. For clarification,
preemptive war and preventative war have a slight distinction.
In an Info Memo sent by General Counsel William J. Haynes
II to the Secretary of Defense in 2002, this distinction is
explained: a “preemptive attack” is one “initiated on the basis of
incontrovertible evidence that enemy attack is imminent.”14 By
12
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contradiction, a preventative attack or preventative war is one
“initiated in the belief that military conflict, while not imminent,
is inevitable, and that to delay would involve greater risk.”15
International law recognizes no difference between these two
types of war, all merely refer to “the right to use force based on the
existence of an imminent threat but prior to an armed attack.”16
As stated previously, the Secretary General to the United
Nations said that the invasion of Iraq went against the U.N.
Charter—it was illegal. The United States and United Kingdom,
two prominent states who helped lead the coalition to invade Iraq,
claimed that it was in fact legal, citing it was in line with existing
Security Council resolutions passed during the Gulf War such as
Security Council Resolution 678. This resolution reads that the
member states may “use all necessary means” to uphold previous
resolutions and “restore international peace and security in
[Iraq].”17 In addition, representatives from the United States cited
the 2002 U.N. Security Council Resolution 1441, readdressing
Iraq’s failure to follow the previous disarmament resolutions.18
In 2003, then-Secretary of State Colin Powell stated that “Iraq has
now placed itself in danger of the serious consequences called
for in U.N. Resolution 1441. And this body places itself in danger
of irrelevance if it allows Iraq to continue to defy its will without
responding effectively and immediately.”19 Colin Powell clearly
aligned himself with President Bush’s view that preemptive action
was necessary in Iraq to prevent the country from using WMD.
The other members of the Security Council—France,
15
16
17
18
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S.C. Res. 678, par. 2 (Nov. 29, 1990).

Rachel S. Taylor, The United Nations, International Law, and the War in
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specials/iraq/ (last visited Dec. 7, 2017).
Powell Present U.S. Case to Security Council of Iraq’s Failure to Disarm, U.N. News Centre: with breaking news from the U.N. News
Service. (Feb. 5, 2003), https://www.un.org/apps/news/story.
asp?NewsID=6079&Cr= iraq&Cr1=inspect&Kw1=1441&K.
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China, and Russia—disagreed with the United States’ position,
citing Resolution 687 which asserts that the Security Council
as a whole must “take such further steps as may be required,”
not individual member states.20 They claimed that another
resolution must be passed in order to allow such an invasion.21
Therefore, the debate regarding the legality of the War in
Iraq surrounds whether or not it was in line with the U.N. Charter
and previously passed U.N. Resolutions. Because the United
States believed that the war was legal in international terms
(although that perspective was grounded in uniquely national
bias), the executive branch moved forward with the invasion. One
of the main domestic failures of allowing such wars to take place
include a disregard of previous laws surrounding the declaration
of war. Congress itself has not declared war since 1942.22 Most
of the wars in history now have come from the President of
the United States. Declaring war preemptively is an area which
should have many checks and balances because of the serious
consequences of engaging in warfare. In fact, there have been laws
passed to create more checks in this area; however, legislation
provided to give Congress more of a say in the matter, such as
the War Powers Resolution of 1973, continue to be violated.23
III. Why an amendment?

As the United States government continues to expand the
Presidential war powers, it increasingly puts the international
community as well as the global status of the United States
at risk. Although legislation has been passed as an attempt
20
21
22
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to limit such powers, it is often abused. Acts such as the War
Powers Resolution of 1973 provide such an example. What
began as an attempt to curb the expansion of the Presidential
war powers resulted in an abuse of the Presidential power to
send combat troops into battle where “imminent” hostilities are
likely.24 Although it requires Congress to approve such deploys
within 48 hours and the President to withdraw such troops
within 60 days if not approved, this has never occurred—as no
wars have been declared by Congress since 1942.25 Preemptive
action of “imminent” conflict should not be easily declared
by the President. As such an act is illegal on the international
stage, and the ability to do so brings about great risk, ignoring
constitutional checks and balances. An amendment that
requires Congress to declare war or end war will make such
acts unconstitutional and prevent the President from being able
to abuse such power. In addition, this kind of amendment will
align the United States with the purposes of peace and stability,
as outlined in the U.N. Charter, by requiring more checks
and balances toward the Presidential war powers, making it
more difficult for the country to engage in preemptive war.
An amendment requiring this check and balance must
happen as soon as possible. Already, President Trump has
worked to expand the Presidential war powers, giving the
Department of Defense greater autonomy to conduct military
operations independent of the White House, and of course
Congress.26 With the President’s current relationship with
Twitter, using it to declare policy and aggravate opponents,
Trump may declare preemptive war by simply tapping the

24
25
26

50 U.S.C. § 1541 (1973).
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Helene Cooper, Trump Gives Military New Freedom. But With That
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“send” button.27 Although the President serves as Commander
and Chief, Congress is still constitutionally granted the power
to declare war in Article I, section 8 of the Constitution.
Professor John B. Mitchell of the Seattle School of Law states
that war making should not be a unilateral endeavor. He asserts:
Those giving Congress preeminence in war-making emphasize the need for broad-based popular discussion
and support for war, given the human and economic
burdens war brings to its citizens and the constitutional
mandate that Congress has the power to declare war.
Advocates of the position that the executive branch
should have the lead in waging war look at the law of
war as it existed in England prior to the Revolution and
to the over 100 times in our history that the executive
has used troops without congressional consultation.28

The Framers of the United States Constitution created
a system of checks and balances between the three branches
of the government so no one branch can overpower the other.29
To achieve this balance, it is essential that the Executive branch
respects Congress’ right to exercise its role in deciding whether or
not the use of military force is valid and in the overall formulation of
27

28
29

Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), Twitter (Nov. 12,
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United States Foreign Policy.30 The amendment we propose would
establish checks and balances to curb the growing Presidential
War Powers by doing what the War Powers Resolution was
intended to do: removing the loophole often used by Presidents
to leave troops in wars in face of imminent threat after 60 days.31
Congress currently has the ability to raise armed forces,
control the military budget, and declare war.32 The President’s
role is the “commander-in-chief,” but through loopholes and
expanded Constitutional interpretation, that role has expanded
to mean having the power to repel attacks to the point where
he can unilaterally declare war.33 This Constitutional solution
would make such actions illegal and require Congress to
always be involved when the President authorizes troop
deployment. This amendment would have three main aspects:
1. Require Congress to approve any Presidential deployment of troops within 48 hours.
2. Require the President to withdraw such troops if war is
not officially declared by Congress within 60 days of the
deployment.
3. Allow Congress to withdraw troops within a specific
amount of time. This time requirement would be set out
when Congress officially declares war.

Of course, there is always the question of what happens
if Congress wishes to engage in preemptive war. This is
obviously a possibility, but a far less likely one, as the majority
of Congressmen would be required to support the motion to
30
31
32
33
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declare war or send troops, and the statistical likelihood of
the that is far less than the that of the president choosing to
move forward with a preemptive war. In addition, Congress
has historically authorized such Presidential war power
increases, as was the case in with the Gulf of Tokin Resolution
and more recently, the Iraqi Resolution.34 But this amendment
to the constitution will make such authorizations of unilateral
force unconstitutional and illegal. It will require Congress to
be a part of every deployment of troops and every act of war.
This amendment will also help the international
community. Preemptive war is viewed as illegal on the
international spectrum, as it goes against the UN’s purpose
“To maintain international peace and security.”35 Preemptive
war causes international frustration and long-term issues.
In a world where these economic and technological trends
continue, there is a necessity to maintain positive international
relationships. A way to maintain these relationships is for
the United States to align itself with the purpose of the U.N.
to provide and maintain such international relationships.
Acting exclusively in American interests may alienate other
nations and damage future economic growth and prosperity.
IV. In Conclusion

Preemptive war should not be easily declared by the
President. As shown through the aforementioned examples
and the first reference to the failure of the Iraq War, the need
for an amendment to solidify Congress’ role in declaring war is
necessary to limit future issues with engaging in unnecessary
war. While Article I of the Constitution grants Congress the
power to declare war, the evolution of the Presidential role as
Commander in Chief has made the roles unclear to the point
that the President has nearly unilateral control over this power.
34
35

H.J. Res. 1145 (1964) and H.J. Res. 114 (2002).
U.N. Charter art. 1, par. 1.
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Efforts have been made in the past to curb this growing control
but acts such as the War Powers Resolution of 1973 continue
to be violated and abused. Thus, something more binding is
necessary to check the Presidential misuse of these powers.
An amendment offers this solution, as it will make such acts to
declare war without Congressional approval unconstitutional.
This amendment would not only be beneficially
for the American people, it will also be aligned with the
foundations our Constitution was built on. Preemptive
war goes against the foundational theory of Locke’s social
contract (the philosophical underpinnings of the United States
Constitution).36 Part of this comes from the basis that because
foreign powers can threaten each citizen’s security, life, and
livelihood, the government upholds its Lockean bargain by
providing for the common defense—not the preemptive defense.
With the current globalizing state of our world, the need
for international cooperation is critical. Requiring the President
to gain Congressional approval in the face of preemptive war
will not only align us with the purposes of the international
community, it will also help the U.S. to avoid future wars based
on unsubstantiated fear and evidence. In order to create a world
with a great emphasis on international peace and security,
the United States government must adopt a constitutional
amendment expanding Congress’s role under the War Powers
resolution. By increasing Congress’ role in the war process,
the threat of damaging preemptive war as declared by the
President will dramatically decrease, moving the countries of
the world to a better, more internationally friendly community.

36

Mitchell, supra note 28.

